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The sole question presented in this arbitration is whether aluminum automotive body sheet 
(“ABS”) constitutes a relevant product market.  In making this determination, I have relied upon the 
evidentiary record, the 2010 Merger Guidelines, as well as relevant case law and other authorities.   

Due to space limitations, the factual predicates for this Decision are only briefly stated.  
Traditionally, auto body parts have been made of steel.  In the 1990s, automakers (“OEMs”) started 
considering aluminum for certain parts,1 but it was not until Ford announced its decision in 2012 to 
make an aluminum-intensive F-150 pickup truck, that aluminum ABS began to make serious inroads 
into OEMs’ decisions regarding the appropriate materials for auto parts.2  While aluminum is more 
expensive than steel, it has a weight advantage,3 which can be critical as automakers work to minimize 
auto weight (“lightweighting”).4  Lightweighting serves many purposes, but a principal use is to help 
OEMs meet increasingly stringent fuel economy standards.5

Due to (among other things) the complexities of auto manufacture, the wide range of car models, 
and the different physical properties of aluminum and steel, OEMs employ a sophisticated and complex 
analysis when selecting the materials for the various parts in a particular model.  This process (the 
“design phase”) occurs well in advance of actual production, and entails a comprehensive evaluation, by 
a dedicated group at an OEM, of several variables, including strength, flexibility, formability, and cost, 
among others.6  During this evaluation, OEMs engage with steel ABS and aluminum ABS suppliers, 
who pitch the OEMs on their relative products, and assist with developing potential part designs.7

At the design phase, OEMs consider the price of both steel and aluminum ABS, but using 
estimates largely based on historical prices and price trends.8  Design engineers factor in the material 
costs, as well as transport, stamping, casting, and other processing costs, to arrive at a materials 
decision.9  This was described by multiple witnesses as an evaluation of price at a “coarse” level.10  With 
respect to aluminum ABS, which competes with the incumbent material (steel ABS), the analysis is 
reduced to a formula expressed as dollars per kilogram saved (“$/kg weight saved”)11 – what aluminum 
ABS suppliers call “value-in-use.”12  This reflects the cost incurred by an OEM to reduce the weight of 
the vehicle by one kilogram. 

At some point, in the case of aluminum ABS, following selection of the material, an OEM sends 
out requests for quotation (“RFQs”) to aluminum ABS suppliers,13 and, typically, only to those 
suppliers.14  There can be several rounds of bidding as the OEMs play one aluminum ABS supplier off 
against another.15  This process is considered the procurement phase. 

At this juncture, the views of the parties diverge.  The Government contends it is appropriate to 
focus on price competition at the procurement stage (which, by definition is only among aluminum ABS 
suppliers), because “that is the competition that would be lessened as a result of this merger.”16

Defendants urge that it is myopic to look independently at the procurement phase as the 
competitive dynamic is only understood by observing both stages as an interrelated whole.  That 
dynamic is exemplified by the undisputed fact that, among other efforts to compete with steel, Novelis 
has invested  in , a new plant in Kentucky, in order to 
expand its capacity.17  It is also exemplified by the significant investments steel has made in innovating 
new products (e.g. newer grades of high strength steels) to compete with aluminum.18  Defendants 
acknowledge that binding prices are not set at the design phase, but argue that prices and costs 
nonetheless are very much considered at that time, and, at the very least, the design phase establishes a 
range for prices, within which aluminum ABS suppliers submit specific competitive bids at the 
procurement phase.19

It is against this backdrop that the appropriate relevant product market is defined.  The general 
legal standard is well-known, but like so many other aspects of antitrust, the details and actual 
application are left to determination in the particular case.  The standard is one of “reasonable 
interchangeability of use or the cross-elasticity of demand between the product itself and substitutes for 
it.”  Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 325 (1962).  However, “reasonable 
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interchangeability” is not synonymous with “functional interchangeability.”  As explained by the 
Supreme Court, “[f]or every product, substitutes exist.  But a relevant market cannot meaningfully 
encompass that infinite range.”  Times-Picayune Pub. Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594, 613 n. 31 
(1953).   

Defendants argue strenuously that aluminum ABS and steel ABS are reasonably 
interchangeable.20  They note that every auto part made from aluminum ABS is also made to some 
degree by steel ABS, and provide evidence showing that even where aluminum has made its most 
significant penetration – in SUV and truck hoods – steel still has nearly a quarter share.21  Defendants 
highlight the particular example of different material choices between the Ford and Chevrolet pick-up 
trucks – the F-150 and the Silverado – which compete head-on and use widely varying percentages of 
aluminum (roughly  for the former and  for the latter).22

Defendants rely on facts that speak to reasonable interchangeability, but their position takes the 
thirty-thousand-foot view.  The relevant product market definition in this case may require more focused 
attention on the dynamics of auto manufacturing.  For though an OEM can potentially use steel for any 
part that can be made of aluminum, once it makes a decision between the two, and concludes the design 
phase, it is almost always locked-in to its choice of material for a significant period of time – through the 
procurement phase and multiple years of production.  Evidence of switching during the procurement 
phase (or after) is, at best, limited.23  For most of the life cycle of a particular auto model, aluminum 
ABS and steel ABS are typically not reasonably interchangeable.24

To get around this problem, Defendants frame the issue in terms of a differentiated product 
market analysis.  They note that it is inherent in markets characterized by differentiation that products 
are not perfect substitutes.  They concede there is closer substitutability among aluminum ABS 
suppliers, but also maintain there is sufficient competition from, and discipline imposed by, steel ABS 
suppliers.  Moreover, they urge that in such inter-material markets, one should expect higher cross 
elasticity among producers of each material, and therefore one should not narrowly focus on minor 
differences in cross elasticity, nor be concerned if there is some delay in price responsiveness from the 
discipline imposed by steel ABS.25

While a permitted lag in price responsiveness is not specifically covered in the Merger 
Guidelines (other than a general recognition that there can exist both close and more distant 
substitutes26), there is case law upholding, in appropriate circumstances, inclusion of different physical 
products in a relevant market, even if the demand for the candidate product is “not particularly or 
immediately responsive to changes in the price of the other.”  United States v. Continental Can Co., 378 
U.S. 441, 455 (1964); see also United States v. Engelhard Corp., 126 F.3d 1302, 1307 (11th Cir. 1997).   

In Continental Can, the Supreme Court reversed the district court’s determination that the 
government had failed to prove a relevant market that included both metal and glass containers. 378 
U.S. at 443-44.  In doing so, the Court noted it was not concerned about a potentially broad market 
definition in that case, because there could be smaller relevant antitrust product markets within the 
market it defined.  Id. at 457-58.  Even if Defendants are right that aluminum ABS and steel ABS 
constitute an antitrust product market, that does not preclude the existence also of narrower relevant 
markets within that market.  For the sake of argument, the broader market proposed by Defendants 
might be appropriate, if, say, Novelis were trying to merge with ArcellorMittal.  But here, the question is 
of market definition in a proposed merger among aluminum ABS firms.  Meanwhile, in Engelhard, the 
Court of Appeals considered the possibility that stage-one competition in a two-stage market could 
restrain a monopolist in stage two from raising prices, but explicitly left open the possibility of the 
opposite conclusion, and held against the government because, unlike here, the government “did not 
consider the possibility that [stage-one] competition could restrain [the relevant product’s] prices.”  
Engelhard, 126 F.3d at 1307-8.    
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In any event, it is not necessary here to determine the outer reaches of Engelhard or Continental 
Can, because the weight of the record evidence establishes insufficient pricing discipline by steel ABS 
on aluminum ABS to preclude a relevant product market of solely aluminum ABS.27  Certainly, 
decisions at the design phase are based with a keen eye on costs, including material costs, but the price 
component relied upon at that stage is simply a non-enforceable surrogate for actual price, which is only 
determined later by the direct price competition among aluminum ABS suppliers in response to the 
issuance of RFQs.  Even assuming design-phase competition guides general pricing expectations, or 
even sets parameters, that is not an adequate substitute for the actual head-to-head competition that 
occurs at the later, procurement phase. OEMs have an expectation that competition at that phase, among 
aluminum suppliers through the RFQ process, will yield a competitive price.28

A review of the record reveals a significant amount of intra-aluminum competition, which cannot 
simply be collapsed into the framework of aluminum-steel competition. First, as mentioned above (and 
unsurprisingly), once an OEM selects aluminum ABS as the material of choice, it only issues RFQs to 
aluminum ABS suppliers.  Instances of post-RFQ switching are uncommon, and even Defendants’ 
expert acknowledged that post-RFQ switches would not be expected because of “interdependencies… 
between different aspects of the vehicle.”29  There is also evidence that after the procurement phase, 
during production, when an OEM faced an unexpected capacity shortage of aluminum ABS, it turned to 
expensive imports of aluminum ABS (even flying material from overseas to the United States on cargo 
planes) rather than switching to steel ABS.30

Second, the record demonstrates that considerations of steel ABS are largely absent, both from 
internal company documents that deal with RFQs, and from the negotiations between OEMs and 
aluminum ABS suppliers over the RFQs.  When responding to RFQs, Novelis only considers other 
aluminum ABS suppliers; Novelis’ internal documents (emails and “sandboxes”) that strategize 
responses to RFQs do not mention steel.31  Likewise, actual price reductions on aluminum ABS occur at 
the procurement stage, disassociated (or at least significantly attenuated) from any dynamic with the 
design phase. OEMs are able to secure aluminum ABS price reductions by citing lower price bids from 
other aluminum ABS suppliers; OEMs do not reference steel ABS.32  The record shows that such intra-
aluminum ABS bidding has resulted in decreases of  to over  of total aluminum ABS 
prices.33  Relatedly, OEM documents show that new entry of aluminum ABS suppliers “halted a trend of 
increased market pricing[.]”34

Third, the ordinary course documents describing the build vs. buy decision Novelis faced to 
grow its aluminum ABS capacity are highly suggestive that Novelis feared a lowered price effect if a 
new entrant bought Aleris - which suggests a meaningful amount of intra-aluminum ABS price 
competition independent of steel ABS.  Novelis’ concerns included,  “

36 37 and 
”38

There are sometimes limits to what can fairly be gleaned from company documents, as language 
can be ambiguous or taken out of context, but the number of documents found in the record conveying a 
similar theme, prepared by and for senior management, minimizes that concern here.  Even the best 
advocates (which certainly correctly characterizes the attorneys presenting the evidence on both sides at 
the Arbitral Hearing) cannot easily overcome clear statements as communicated and relied upon by 
senior management making fundamental decisions, as relayed in ordinary course documents. 

To be sure, there are ordinary course documents that also reflect aluminum-steel competition.39

For example, Defendants submitted a “strategy update document” from 2018 (and before Novelis agreed 
to acquire Aleris), which was presented to Novelis’ executive committee and contained a section called 
“ ,” prepared by Pierre Labat, Novelis’ vice president for global automotive.40  That 
presentation contained a slide entitled, “ .”41  This document, and others 
presented by Defendants throughout the hearing,42 leave no doubt that steel ABS and aluminum ABS 
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compete aggressively to win OEMs’ business, through innovation efforts to improve various qualities in 
their respective metals, and through interactive customer solution centers through which the metal 
suppliers work with OEMs in an effort to win their business.43  That competition is not disputed, but 
establishes only that aluminum and steel are competitive at the design phase.  It does not address 
circumstances where actual and dynamic pricing occurs, which is solely among aluminum suppliers.  

The concept of a hypothetical monopolist often plays a major role in determining market 
definition; the question is whether a hypothetical monopolist of the candidate market could profitably 
impose a small but significant non-transitory increase in price (“SSNIP”).  If so, that suggests putative 
substitutes would be insufficient to offset a price increase, and establishes the relevant product market. 

This exercise is most commonly applied using the Merger Guidelines SSNIP analysis (more on 
that later), but here evidence has been adduced by asking that question of the parties who would be 
directly and negatively affected by a price increase – automotive OEMs.  Those OEMs who were asked 
the question answered in the affirmative: “we would pay more in price” 44 ( ); “prices will 
most certainly increase” 45 ( ); “[t]here would be less competitors … so it could increase the 
price” 46 ( ).  While not dispositive on its own, this testimony corroborates and is consistent with 
Novelis’ statements in ordinary course documents, supportive of an aluminum ABS relevant product 
market.47

After much consideration, I have concluded that the quantitative evidence offered by the two 
economic experts was not adequate, in my view, to play a meaningful role in determining the 
appropriate relevant product market.  While the testimony by the government’s expert, Dr. James 
Levinsohn, appears to corroborate my conclusions and the evidence I’ve cited, the underlying data used 
by both economists was not sufficiently verifiable to be definitively relied upon. 48

The foundational data set utilized by both economists came from a model produced by the 
consulting firm  in 2017, when it did work for Novelis that required it to construct a value-in-
use tool of its own to compare the net benefits of aluminum ABS and steel ABS.49    
valuation of so-called “secondary benefits”50 to lightweighting vehicles was significant to ultimate 
estimates of net benefits (used by both experts in the determination of demand elasticities),51 but the 
record contains no explanation as to the methodology or source for assigning value to secondary 
benefits.  Dr. Levinsohn didn’t (and, to be fair, perhaps couldn’t) do anything to substantiate the data.52

There appeared to be at least a weak consensus by both economists that the  data provided the 
best data source available, but “best available” doesn’t necessarily translate to good enough (and in fact 
Defendants’ expert, Dr. Kevin Murphy, testified that he would not rely on the  model for 
SSNIP test purposes53).  While Novelis relied upon it to make decisions about aggregate demand,54 there 
is no indication it is used for current value-in-use purposes, or at a part specific level.55  Moreover, the 
final statement of work between  and Novelis specifically removed elasticities from the scope 
of the project,56 which implies that calculating elasticities was not a goal or purpose of the project, even 
though both economists used the data for that purpose.  In all, the model was 55% accurate at predicting 
OEM choices between aluminum and steel, and 71% accurate at predicting volume.57 The government 
unearthed one example in which the model correctly predicted a future change that had not yet 
materialized (meaning that an instance Dr. Murphy concluded was a miss, was actually a hit),58 but the 
one change identified (in the context of over 4000 inputs) would not materially improve the model’s 
prediction rate.    

Even if the issue of the data quality could be overcome, there are other shortcomings in the 
analysis.  Dr. Levinsohn based the SSNIP test on the “conversion premium,”59 rather than total cost.  
While the Merger Guidelines permit use of a firm’s “specific contribution to value [when] it can be 
identified with reasonable clarity,”60 other than three examples, none apposite here, they provide no 
doctrinal guidance as to when contribution to value, as opposed to total price, is appropriate. 61  While it 
is certainly true that the “contribution to value” can be easily equated to the conversion price, OEMs 
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1 Expert Report of Mark White ¶ 47 (January 10, 2020) (“White Report”). 
2 Id. at ¶ 48; Defs.’ Br. at 13, 15. 
3 Defs.’ Br. at 2. 
4 See, e.g., Hearing Transcript (“Tr.”) at 161:7-16 (  Testimony). 
5 Id.; see also Defs.’ Br. at 15. 
6 See, e.g., Tr. at 282:16-283:22 (  Testimony). 
7 Deposition Transcript of ) at 27:15-18; Tr. at 722:6-16 (Panneer Testimony).  
8 Tr. at 176:3-177:15 (  Testimony) and 323:7-11 (  Testimony).  Even if it is the case that OEM engineering 
teams use then-current prices, those prices would not be current by the time prices are set.  
9 Id.; see also Tr. at 600:6-11 (  Testimony). 
10 Tr. at 404:21 (  Testimony); Tr. at 1691:17-22 (Murphy Testimony); see also Tr. at 277:18-278:16 (  
Testimony). 
11 Tr. at 181:18-182:2 (  Testimony) and 712:4-9 (Panneer Testimony). 
12 As Pierre Labat of Novelis explained at the Hearing,  

 
.”   Tr. at 932:1-14 (Labat Testimony).   

13 White Report ¶ 20. 
14 Tr. at 734:20-735:8 (Panneer Testimony). 
15 See, e.g., PX-0197 at 1; PX-0199 at 2; PX-0047 at 1; PX-0045 at 5; PX-0059 at 1, 9; PX-0060 at 1: PX-0173 at 1-2. 
16 Tr. at 2183:13-15.  
17 DX-0130 (discussing  and  

 
; see also DX-0136 (  

); see Tr. at 795:1-799:11 (Labat Testimony) (describing ); DX-0135 at 8-17 
(same).   
18 See Defs.’ Br. at 21-24. 
19 Defs.’ Br. at 7; Tr. at 2261:20-2263:12 (Defs.’ Closing Statement).  
20 See Tr. at 2267:3-2277:18. 
21 Expert Report of Kevin Murphy at Ex. C-1 (January 10, 2020) (“Murphy Report”). 
22 See Tr. at 1677:7-1680:8 (Murphy Testimony).  
23 Reply Report of James Levinsohn (January 20, 2020) ¶ 9 (citing Aleris and Novelis documents that state such switches 
from aluminum to steel are “ ”); see also endnotes 29 and 30 and accompanying text.
24 Though it is not crucial to my decision, I note that even assuming reasonable interchangeability between aluminum ABS 
and steel ABS, aluminum ABS meets the majority of the Brown Shoe indicia. See Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 
294, 325, (1962) (“The outer boundaries of a product market are determined by the reasonable interchangeability of use 
or the cross-elasticity of demand between the product itself and substitutes for it. However, within this broad market, well-
defined submarkets may exist which, in themselves, constitute product markets for antitrust purposes. The boundaries of such 
a submarket may be determined by examining such practical indicia as industry or public recognition of the submarket as a 
separate economic entity, the product's peculiar characteristics and uses, unique production facilities, distinct customers, 
distinct prices, sensitivity to price changes, and specialized vendors.” (emphases added) (citation omitted)).  
25 Defs.’ Br. at 1-5; see also Tr. at 2286:2-2287:17 (Def. Closing Statement). 
26 Horizontal Merger Guidelines (2010) § 6.1. 
27 Defendants advocate that in the instance of differentiated products, the market should be defined with a “holistic view,” 
that “focus[es] on the entire equation.” Tr. at 2263:16-18 (Defs.’ Closing Statement). They would leave the exercise of 
looking at pricing discipline to competitive effects analysis and the use of “unilateral effects tools.” Id. at 2266:5-15.  It 
would be odd if the parties agreed to have the outcome in the Arbitration depend on what stage, in merger analysis, price 
effects are analyzed, and particularly so because the two stages (market definition and competitive effects) are so closely 
interrelated that the choice could be serendipitous: “[e]vidence of competitive effects can inform market definition, just as 
market definition can be informative regarding competitive effects.” Horizontal Merger Guidelines (2010) § 4.   

Perhaps more importantly, the Guidelines specifically warn against the very gestalt approach advocated by 
defendants: “Defining a market broadly to include relatively distant products…can lead to misleading market shares… 
Although excluding more distant substitutes from the market inevitably understates their competitive significance to some 
degree, doing so often provides a more accurate indicator of the competitive effects of the merger than would the alternative 
of including them… Market shares of different products in narrowly defined markets are more likely to capture the relative 
competitive significance of these products, and often more accurately reflect competition between close substitutes.  As a 
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result, properly defined antitrust markets often exclude some substitutes to which some customers might turn in the face of a 
price increase even if such substitutes provide alternatives for those customers.”  Id. 
28 See endnotes 44-46 and accompanying text.  
29 Tr. at 1715:17-18 (Murphy Testimony); see also endnote 23. 
30 See Deposition Transcript of  (“  Dep. Tr.”), at 105:14-107:6. 
31 See, e.g., Tr. at 674:14-703:12 (Panneer Testimony); PX-0197; PX-0199; PX-0186; PX-0047; PX-0045; PX-0059; PX-
0060; PX-0061: PX-0173. 
32 See id.  Defendants and their expert argued that the bidding at the procurement phase is not disassociated from supply and 
demand dynamics at the design phase, and from so-called “dynamic demand” considerations, whereby an aluminum ABS 
supplier would moderate its prices at the procurement phase so as to not lose business to steel ABS in future design phases.  
See, e.g., Tr. at 1660:8-1661:10.   However, the Defendants did not put forth any evidence that aluminum suppliers lower 
their prices during the RFQ stage due to dynamic demand considerations, and having more aluminum ABS suppliers is the 
most reliable way of increasing the aluminum supply at the design phase.  See, e.g., PX-0245 at 1 (e-mail from the President 
of Novelis’ parent company stating that “  

”).  Defendants’ arguments do not sufficiently account for the price competition at the procurement phase, 
particularly in light of the countervailing evidence.  
33 Tr. at 684:7-696:14 (Panneer Testimony).  
34 PX-0091 at 7. 
35 PX-0151 at 2. 
36 PX-0015 at 58. 
37 Id.  
38 PX-0245 at 1. 
39 See, e.g., DX-0124. 
40 Id. at 13-18; Tr. at 919:5-922:14. 
41 DX-0124 at 16.
42 See, e.g., DX-0115 (referring to Novelis as “ ”).  
43 See endnotes 7, 17, and 18.  
44 Tr. at 532:3 (  Testimony) ( ). 
45 Tr. at 1111:2 (  Testimony) ( ). 
46  Dep. Tr. at 103:21-22; see also Tr. at 295:11-298:5 (  Testimony) ( ) (explaining that a 5-10% 
increase in aluminum ABS prices would not cause to switch to steel).  
47 While the government presented evidence of an aluminum ABS product market based on a comparison with Europe, where 
there are more aluminum competitors and lower prices, see PX-0031 at 17 and 43, the defendants’ adduced evidence that 
steel prices in Europe are similarly lower, see DX-0038 at 33, and thus, such evidence did not have much probative value, if 
at all.  
48 I do not question the sincerity or credentials of either expert.  Rather, I simply found the underlying data insufficiently 
verifiable.  
49 In 2017, Novelis hired “  

”  Tr. at 931:16-20 
(Labat Testimony).  Along with the requested deliverables,  provided Novelis with a value-in-use tool “  

” Tr. at 935:11-13.  That value-in-use tool 
 provided Novelis contains the data upon which the Government’s expert Dr. Levinsohn, and Dr. Murphy, whose 

job was to counter Dr. Levinsohn, conducted their analyses. 
50 As mentioned at the outset of this Decision, a principal purpose of lightweighting is to help OEMs meet fuel economy 
standards.  At the same time, there are numerous other, or “secondary” benefits, including greater flexibility for OEMs in 
design and production, and improvement in features such as handling for end consumers. 
51 Tr. at 2153:1-2153:13 (Levinsohn Testimony). 
52 Tr. at 2153:18-2154:2 (Levinsohn Testimony). 
53 Tr. at 1733:13-1734:16 (Murphy Testimony).  
54 See endnote 49.  
55 Tr. at 754:22-756:21 (Panneer Testimony). 
56 PX-1000. 
57 Murphy Report ¶ 66. 
58 Tr. at 2080:15-2081:5 (Levinsohn Testimony). 
59 There are two principal components of the aluminum prices that OEMs pay aluminum ABS suppliers.  The raw material 
component is typically tied to commodity indexes in the OEM-supplier contracts, while the rest of the aluminum ABS price 
is referred to as the “conversion premium,” reflecting the work aluminum ABS suppliers do to transform the raw material 
into the finished goods.  Both sides agreed that, even assuming fluctuating metal indexes, each component makes up roughly 
one-half of the total aluminum ABS price.  
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60 Horizontal Merger Guidelines (2010) § 4.1.2. 
61 Defendants’ counsel pointed out that where a firm’s contribution to value is small, it may make sense to conduct a SSNIP 
on the contribution to value, or risk skewing the analysis.  For example, if a firm contributes 10% of the value to a finished 
product, using a SSNIP of 5% on the total cost would mean that the firm in question would be raising the cost of their 
contribution by 50%.  Tr. as 2302:16-2303:4.  By contrast, an aluminum ABS suppliers contribute approximately 50% of the 
value of the finished product.  
62 Tr. at 1804:17-1805:10 (Murphy Testimony). 
63 Tr. at 2144:5-2145:6 (Levinsohn Testimony). 
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